Surgeon Day 2019
SurgeonDay Groningen is a scientific symposium, organized for and by medical
students with a special interest in surgical specialties. November 15, 2019 the third
edition will take place at the University Medical Centre Groningen (UMCG). Our
organization consists of an eight-member student board, in collaboration with
surgeons and PhD students.
Target audience
Our target group consists first and foremost of medical students from all over the
Netherlands who aspire to surgery and want to orient themselves more widely. In
addition, scientists, researchers and other interested parties will also be present.
Finally, we of course have medical specialists involved in the master classes and
workshops. The expected number of visitors will be around 250 students.
Focus
During the symposium, students will be given tools to develop themselves within
the surgical profession and different specialists will give a unique perspective on
their own surgical profession. The students who will attend this symposium are all
very interested in the subject areas and by far most of them aspire to a career in
surgery. In this way you can reach many potential surgeons in one day and you can
already introduce them to your company. Our main speaker this year is Nobel Prize
winner Ben Feringa. This year's theme is "Crossing Surgical Borders: Current
Challenges and Future Perspectives", with a focus on surgery in the tropics,
minimal invasive surgery, groundbreaking technological developments and training
for surgeons.
Location
The UMCG is one of the largest university hospitals in the Netherlands and also the
largest employer in the Northern Netherlands. Fundamental and clinical research at
the UMCG belongs to the international scientific top. The presence of unique
biobanks and research facilities attracts scientists from all over the world. The
UMCG is located right in the center of Groningen and is very easy to reach by public
transport.

Phone number: 06-57095494 (Amila Azdahic) or 06-83699973 (Maurits Cosijn)
E-mail: info@surgeonday.nl
Website: www.surgeonday.nl

Standard
€500

Expanded
€750

Premium
€1500

Main Sponsor
€2000(or more)

Logo shown on the sponsor
page of the website
(www.surgeonday.nl) with a
link to a webpage of your
choice

✓

✓

✓

✓

Entry in the program book

✓

✓

✓

✓

Logo on the sponsor poster
during the symposium

✓

✓

✓

✓

Possibility to add promotional
material in a symposium bag

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Logo listing on the symposium
bag

✓

✓

Logo listing on symposium
poster

✓

✓

✓

✓

A stand of your company at the
symposium (visible and
accessible during all breaks)
Logo listing on the symposiums
Facebook page

Logo listing in the promotional
video
Main sponsor logos will play a
central role during the
symposium. A part of the
symposium can be named to
your company (workshop,
lecture hall, master class)
Mention in e-mail to total
membership

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
All amounts are excl. VAT

We are, of course, open to suggestions made by you to make the package as
personally tailored as possible.

